Unit planner: Why do we celebrate Religious Festivals?
Key concepts:
Morals, beliefs
Pupils will be taught to RE
See SACRE document
Art
Develop different ideas which can be used and explain his/her choices for
the materials and techniques used.
Confidently and systematically investigate the potential of new and
unfamiliar materials and use these learnt techniques within his/her work.
Evaluate his/her work against their intended outcome.
Add collage to a painted, drawn or printed background using a range of
media, different techniques, colours and textures.
Music
Sing as part of an ensemble with increasing confidence and precision.
PSHE
Know how to make informed choices (including recognising that choices can
have positive, neutral and negative consequences) and to begin to
understand the concept of a ‘balanced lifestyle’
Recognise how images in the media (and online) do not always reflect reality
and can affect how people feel about themselves
Recognise and challenge stereotypes
Research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems and events that are of
concern to them and offer their recommendations to appropriate people




Fact file of world religions
Story based on Christmas

RE (Discrete unit)
Can I research a range of festivals that are important to different religions?
Can I understand the Christmas story and retell it?






Festival
Jesus
Religion
Acceptance





Can I understand the morals and messages behind a range of Christmas TV adverts?
Can I storyboard one of the Christmas adverts, focusing on the moral message?





Morals
Dilemma
Message



Can I design and create a Christmas hat?
Can I design and create a table decoration in the theme of Christmas?
Can I design and create a table mat for my Christmas dinner?





Design
Create
Evaluate

PSHE



Art




Music


Can I learn multiple songs for the Christmas production?



Pupil lead learning:


Research any other main religions and religious festivals within the world.



Reflection:



Christmas Production
Wow festival day

Literature:


2 weeks

Intent:
To gain a deeper understanding of why festivals are important to religions.
Starter: WOW day. Each teacher to hold a different event linked to festivals. Outcome: Christmas Performance and party

National Curriculum Statements (Target Tracker)

Text types:

Yr 5

Religious Stories e.g. Christmas

Maths Links

Enrichment




Faith
Importance
Sacrifice

